Power of

PRINT
Print has a presence in our daily lives no matter where we find
ourselves. From books, magazines, newspapers to packaging
information on products, street posters, retail inserts, catalogues,
the list is endless.
Here are some important facts highlighting the value that print
plays in society.

PRINT IS CREDIBLE
According to Brandon de Kock, director at
WhyFive, people continue to purchase print
media as they provide accurate information
especially in today’s time where fake news
spreads rapidly online. Print media continues
to share truthful stories and remains a reputable
source of information to the public.

PRINT IS AN EFFECTIVE
MARKETING TOOL
With the shift to online
advertising we tend to forget
that print is still used as a
marketing tool. In an article by
Media Update they show that print
media allows you to market your
brand directly to your target audience,
by leveraging off medium’s demographic
data. Printed adverts in magazines or newspapers tend to
have a longer life span than online advertising. Research
by Cash4Toners reveals that longer running adverts are
effective in print media, as they get more views, especially
if the publication is placed in an environment with lots of
foot traffic like hotels, cafes and offices.

PRINT CAN HELP YOU SLEEP
In an article by Good they talk about how
multiple studies have proven that the blue
light from a screen can adjust the melatonin
levels and circadian cycles in one’s
body, making it harder to fall asleep
and causing you to feel groggier
when waking up. Research by
Mental Floss shows that printed
materials encourages engagement
and brain activity, which generally
helps one fall asleep more easily.

PRINT
MAKES USE
OF SENSORY
MEMORY
Research by Cash4Toners shows
that when advertisements are seen
in a hardcopy format, they are more
likely to be remembered as multiple
sense are being used, the sense of
touch, sight and smell. Unlike digital
adverts that can only be seen
through a screen for now.

PRINT AIDS CONCENTRATION
Cash4Toners research suggests that when reading print
you are more likely to concentrate on what you are reading,
and therefore more likely to finish what you are reading.
Unlike reading on a digital device where you are easily
distracted by notifications that tend to lead you away from
what you were reading.
Even when it comes to education, a study
conducted by Dr N. Johnston and Dr A.M.
Salaz, has confirmed that most students
prefer a physical book when learning
as it is easier to comprehend,
whereas digital books are harder
to grasp topics due to the
distractions that come
with online learning.

PRINT IS EMBRACING
THE DIGITAL AGE
Even though print is an analog
medium it does not mean that
digital elements cannot be
incorporated when advertising
through print. In an article by
What’s New in Publishing they
discuss how QR codes have been
used in magazines for instant shopping and how they
can grow your audience. These are just a few examples
of what can be done when merging print and digital.
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